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Is the COVID vaccine less effective in older adults, and should I worry about which one I get? Chronicle Advice Team Welcome to “Pandemic Problems,” an advice column from The Chronicle’s engagement reporters that aims to help Bay Area residents solve their pandemic-related conundrums - personal, practical

L.A. and S.F. have it right: No children should be prosecuted as adults As of 2015, almost 76,000 children were prosecuted in adult courts; the vast majority had no independent judicial review before being charged as an adult. Meanwhile, adult jails and prisons are dangerous

In California, older adults may be next in line to get coronavirus vaccines Older adults may be next for vaccines By Catherine Ho Older adults may be included in the next group of Californians to get coronavirus vaccines, under a new proposal that state vaccine advisers considered


Stanford distances itself from Scott Atlas following his controversial 'rise up' tweet In a follow-up tweet, Atlas said he was NEVER talking at all about violence. Atlas joined the White House in August. Atlas did not immediately respond to an inquiry sent to his Stanford email
Meet Trump's new coronavirus adviser: Stanford expert Scott Atlas wants to reopen now, 'safely' Children have even lower rates of infections and hospitalizations, with 8 out of 100,000 infected kids ending up in the hospital compared with 165 out of 100,000 adults, according to a recent CDC report.

Hockey player may sue for injuries suffered in collision in a 'no-check' adult league Michael Szarowicz was playing in the finals of the San Francisco Adult Hockey League's tournament at the Yerba Buena ice rink in January 2017 and was about to flick the puck to an Icehounds teammate when Jeremy

California Supreme Court will rule on allowing 14- and 15-year-old to be tried as adults Appeal heard on teens in adult court By Bob Egelko California prosecutors' attempt to restore their authority to charge 14- and 15-year-olds in adult court, with sentences of up to life in prison, drew an

Scott Atlas, pandemic adviser to Trump, slammed by Stanford health experts While Atlas denied the Washington Post report, he seemed to make the same suggestion on a talk show in April: "We can allow a lot of people to get infected," Atlas said. Atlas did not respond to a request

3 novels for young adults redefine "coming of
age'; That is not entirely true in Kara Lee Corthron's fantasy epic for young adults.

**Dear Abby: Widow's adult kids disagree with mom dating family friend** My adult children are upset that I am dating and try to make me feel bad about it, which creates more stress.

**San Francisco will beat Los Angeles to adult use cannabis sales**
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